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Keywords For PLR articles
Posted by Links - 2010/04/13 02:16

_____________________________________

Hi,
I just started a few minutes ago trying to figure out how to add keywords to my PLR articles. I want to
add in my own set of keywords. I'm using a WordPress plugin called "Platinum SEO." How does my
meta information get put in? Do you think you could make an option for that?
Also, I would also like to add a picture from my hard drive an put in an Alt tag as well. Is that going to be
possible?
Basically I want my WordPress blogs to be properly optimized.
Thanks
============================================================================

Re: Keywords For PLR articles
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/13 09:00

_____________________________________

If you want to add your own set of keywords (the hard way) is to add a line of keywords under the title or
in the first line of every article separated by comma and then import them to the software.
Even without it, the software will auto generate keywords from titles of the article and if that doesn't
satisfy you enough, use a plug-in called Simple Tags or something that will auto-generate keywords for
you.
Yes you can use Platinum SEO plug-in and it works fine with posts made using my software.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re: Keywords For PLR articles
Posted by Links - 2010/04/13 21:11

_____________________________________

-If I put the keywords underneath the title will those keywords show up in the article for the public to see?
- I like to manually input my meta data information. You said that I could do that with Platinum SEO.
Could I access Platinum SEO from my desktop? If not, have you thought about adding a meta data
feature?
Thanks!
============================================================================
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Re: Keywords For PLR articles
Posted by Carty - 2010/04/15 20:27

_____________________________________

No, when you enter the keywords in a line next to the title, when importing the article, you specify there
in the option to obtain keywords/tags from 2nd line and the content from 3rd line. Hope you could
understand better now.
With Platinum SEO, I think it auto generates meta data based on the content in first paragraph of the
article. You still want to edit the meta data? I don't think it would be possible to do so within the software
and certainly it wont be worth the time you spend on manually entering them for every post you make.
Better to be automated.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================
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